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more than would a contrary tactic. That, however, seems a gamble_ worth
taking'' (p. 268). However, this gamble should only be taken with full
recogrrltion of the stakes. Inverting Derrida's observation that "to sta~ the
difficulty is not ... to sunnount it'' (p. 268), one should also note that net~
has one surmounted the solution by stating it. Although deconstruction
opens up many avenues for intervention in political and legal theory, both
sides of the dyads around which deconstruction operates are deeply
entrenched. This entrenchment has sites both within the academy and
without. To treat them as "merely'' literary is to seriously weaken the
possibility of using deconstruction as an effective ~?f interventi?n. 'The
strength of Kramer's book is that he recogniz.es
His .~ose reading of a
selection of texts which give sustenance to the main traditions of legal and
political theory is instructive, and should
as a ~r~ mod~ for
those working within these traditions especially Critical Legal Studies.
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Greg Howard, Lexington

Barnett Newman&lected Writings and Jnteruiews. Edited by John P.
O'Neill, Text Notes and Commentary by Mollie McNickle, Introduction
by Richard Shiff. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1990.
Though Barnett Newman wrote more and more persuasively~.any
of his colleagues in the early-'50s school known as Abstract Express1orus,m,
he still remains perhaps the most misunderstood painter in what was the first
modem American art movement to free itself in any significant way from
European tethers. In that we have learned to enter Rothko's col~r .field,
Pollock's web, or De I<ooning's splashy landscape, we have not assimilated
Newman into a popular understanding. One can stand in the circular room
of the National Gallery in D.C. where Newman's fourteen "Stations of the
Cross" hang, and witness the perplexity coupled with derision that crosses
viewers' faces as theyencounterthese8-footcanvases, soasceticallyrendei:c1
that they appear nearly bare, simply "framed" with strips of black or white.
How does one go about explaining to the uninitiated thatittookNewman43
years to arrive at this style? One could retaliate in the manner of Ado~ that
'1f one does not understand something, it is customary to behave with the
sublime understanding of Mahler's jackass,and projectone' sowninadequacy
on to the object, declaring it to be incomprehensible." But Newman seldom
took such high ground. Rather,he tried insistently to explain his art and other
like it to an unfamiliar public and critics alike. Selected Writings offers more
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than ample insight into the resilient psyche of the man who claimed that to
understand one of his paintings "would mean the end of state capitalism
and totalitarianism" (p. 247).
·
Before Newman painted his seminal "Onement I" in 1948 a maroon
canvas with one orange stripe, or "zip" down the center-he was a relen~
proselytizer for the abstract art movement in America. He claimed it was the
true American fonn-"barbaric" and primitive, owing nothing to European
notions of representation, which he claimed were simply derivations of
classicism. ''For the artist in America has the special privilege of being told
and reminded every minµte of his state of futility. The world here makes no
bargain of expediency with him in the name of culture'' (p. 112), wrote
Newman. Instead, he praised throughout his life the raw sculpture of
Oceanic and South Sea tribes, with rhetoric that never fell into the racist
implications of psychic savagery that became popular in lieu of surrealism.
Rather, Newman emphasiz.ed the "elemental mystery of life" that these
sculptures sought to embody and combat Primitiveartwasneverdecorative,
never interested in polished surfaces. Rather it was always totemic, more
metaphysical, more "intellectual" in its grapplingwith the chaos of nature.
By examining primitive cultures in the Americas, Newman anived at
the conviction that rontemporary art had become impotent and styliz.ed
because it emerged ·from only one tradition--classicism. Newman had
begun thinking about the "Other" decades before it was vogue in this
country. 'We are to admit that the emperor has no clothes,N he wrote, "for to
do so-to admit that primitive art can move us without resorting to the
sensuous elements to which we are accustomed-may prove to be a denial
of our Western European aesthetics" (p. 146).
In the spring of 1945, in a long essay called "The Plasmic Image,"
Newman began seriously to search for a new "language" fu which topainta new beginning separate from Europe. The myth of ''beauty" was obsolete,
ornamental, "plastic." In light of the horrors that were unfolding in Europe,
such facile art was unfathomable for Newman. He searched for a "plasmic,"
philosophical fonn that would allow him to exp~ all of the anguish
primitive people must have felt at the mercy of forces they could not
comprehend.
Newman never lost his ambition to express man's relation to the
transcendental. He simply thought that the European's "relation to the
Absolute became identified and confused with the absolutisms of perfect
creations-with the fetish of quality-so that the European artist has been
continually involved in the moral struggle between notions of beauty and the
desire for sublimity" (p.171). The crucial question then became for Newman,
"if we are living in a time without a legend or mythos that can be called
sublime, if we refuse to admit any exaltation in pure relations, if we refuse to
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live in the abstract, how can we be creating a sublime CU:?'~ (p. 173). Such1a
· terrogati"on of one's art strikes me as similar to Adorno s
monumental m
·
d
•t
statement, which we should rephrased as a question. How o we wn e
poetry (or make art) after Auschwitz?
.
Newman spent the rest of his life, until he died in .197~, att~i:'tin~
"authentic answer" (as Adorno would phrase it) VIa his. pain~
encounter with the canvas that became an almost Sisyph~like ~~nence
for the artist. And if Newman's paintings seem pedantically similar, we
should remember his often-repeated asserti?n that he approached each
canvas as if the history of painting did not exist.
.
To what extend he was succes.sful is arguable. I see m these stubborn
paintings the futile heroic I also find in a Giacometti sculp~ or a sentence
by Beckett Perhaps Newman was discovering at the same time as Beckett
that the roie of the artist after the Sea>nd World War is no,}on~ to create a
successful work of art, whatever that might be, but rather to fail as no other

dare fail."
• • the
b~
Newman was fond of saying that he was ~ting . ~e s~ r--·
matter rather than the "object matter" of decorative art, reviving art. from
the ~g of pictures to the ~g of ~~" (p. 253?· This was
Newman's most subversiv~ act-offering up pam~gs tha~ resISted ati:nopelst
any language of interpretation. To understand them was indeed to dis
~
the grammar of new
power structures because it mean also re,---ng
mythologies.
..
·
· to
Editor John P. O'Neill divides Selected 'W_ntln~ a'"!, lntervtews in
_.....J..: ........~ b" ~rvcategorical epithets: ''TheArtist-CitiZen (whatNewman
SOu teuu ~ar t~-.. J
•
Think ,,
d then
all d himself) ''The Artist-Critic," ''The Artist. er, an
:S~ements," "Correspondence" and "Colloquies." The ~dvantage ~f
this division is that the writing does not proceed chronolo~callr, or ra~ it
proceeds through five chronologies. The distinctions of critic, think~, ottzen
(painter?), however, hold up for the most part and show us an artist whose
"job" did not end when he left his studio.
. .
The book is if anything too long.Newman's vision,~.his ~tin~ was
so focused, that readers will find themselves crossing familiar terrain s~ply
because the artist was addres.sing different audiences. Much better, I think,
would have been to preen some of the prose for a color plate or two of some
· tings-abadlyneededexampleof whatNewmanspendhislifedefending
l:;rose. It was, finally, the vast oceans of monochrome color in ~ larger
canvases that Newman believed most closely approached the sublime.
And of course the book comes much to late. Had the essays been
collected 30 yearsago,as would have been chronologically approp~te for the
history of art, Newman's prose might have appeared as an imJX>rtant
precursor to muchof theaes~tictheorythathasap~ed over the last three
II
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skeptical view of personal or populist mythologies, anticipates much of the
best contemporary criticism-from Terry F.agleton to the OCTOBER critics
(feminists~ by).
Belatedly, wecanonlysituateNewman in an historical perspective. Both
his philosophical proseandhispaintingprojectanoutriderofHighModemism
at the advent of the postmodern era, which would usher in the likes of Pop
Art, Op Art, Screen Printing-pastiche, et al. He in.5ightfully articulated the
end of an aesthetic driven by mythos, but was not ready to reject the
possibility of an exp~vesublime in exchange for the consumer-driven art
of mass culture.
·
·
His prose reveals a restless and relentless mind at work. Yet for all his
adroit ripostes, manifestos, and critiques, the nature of the sublime is that it
is inarticulatable. Newman was never ata loss for words when defending his
art, but the final "understanding" of it relied on the viewer's sensitivity.
Finally, Newman's prose simply points to thepaintin~, and offers the caveat
that to understand them is to understand an autonomy independent of
capitalism. One could argue that capital has since conunodified Newman's
canvases, yes, but the paintin~ still, stubbornly as ever, resist the fetishizing
gaz.e bestowed on the "beautiful" in the contested realll) of contemporary
arts.

Erik Reece, Lexington

Richard Rorty. Objectivity,Relativism and Truth. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 199L
This volume contains lectures by Richard Rorty, in which he explores a
variety of topics, from natural science to political theory to textual criticism
and philosophy. Rorty confronts the myth that science and philosophy are
capable of discovering truths about the world or reality that are based on
objective criteria. He defends an anti-representationalist view against the
correspondence theory of truth which has dominated philosophical and
scientific thought. Knowledge is not a matter of rightly understanding
reality, rather it is a matter of coping with reality by acquiring the right habits
of action.
·
This book is written for the academic community andi~ presupposes the
reader's familiarity with rertain issues and thinkers such as John Dewey,
Donald Davidson, and 1bomas Kuhn. However, if the reader is not
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